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Abstract We present a detailed study of momentum distributions of projectile fragments from the reaction $^{86}$Kr + $^{64}$Ni at 15 MeV/nucleon. The experimental data were obtained in previous work with the MARS separator at the Cyclotron Institute of Texas A&M University. Detailed calculations and the momentum distributions of ejectiles are presented and compared with the experimental data. The DIT and CoMD models are used for the dynamical part of the reaction and GEMINI is used for the de-excitation of the primary fragments. Our focus is on channels corresponding to the production of neutron rich nuclei. Both DIT and CoMD show promising results in the description of the experimental data, but further developments may be necessary. Through the systematic study of the momentum distributions, we try to elucidate the reaction mechanisms that dominate the production of neutron rich nuclei in the Fermi energy region.
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INTRODUCTION

The study of nuclei in regions far from β-stability toward the neutron dripline is a fundamental issue for the nuclear physics community [1]. Multinucleon transfer reactions at energies near and below the Fermi energy (15-35 MeV/nucleon) are an effective means of reaching these neutron rich nuclei [2-5]. A substantial part of our research is directed toward the systematic study of momentum distribution of ejectiles from reactions of an $^{86}$Kr beam at 15 and 25 MeV/nucleon with targets of Ni and Sn. We previously presented [6] mass, angular and momentum distributions of the reaction 15 MeV/nucleon $^{86}$Kr with $^{64}$Ni and compared them with model calculations. In this paper, we move forward in our study, and we present several reaction channels and detailed calculations with high statistics.

EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND THEORETICAL MODELS

The experimental data for this reaction were collected in this work [7] with the Momentum Achromat Recoil Separator (MARS) at the Cyclotron Institute at Texas A&M University. The data were collected within two angular ranges relative to the axis of the spectrometer: 2.2° - 5.8° (4° data) and 5.6°–9.2° (7° data). The grazing angle for the reaction $^{86}$Kr + $^{64}$Ni at 15 MeV/nucleon is 6° so, the 4° data are expected to be the optimum setting. Therefore, in this work we present momentum distributions of the 4° data along with model calculations.

The calculations are based on a two-stage Monte Carlo approach. The phenomenological Deep Inelastic Transfer (DIT) model [8] and the microscopic Constrained Molecular Dynamics (CoMD) model [9,10] were used to simulate the interaction between the projectile and the target that leads to the production of excited projectile-like and target-like fragments. After the interaction, we focus on the excited projectile-like fragments, and we use the GEMINI code [11,12] for the de-excitation of these fragments. From now on, the DIT/GEMINI and CoMD/GEMINI calculations are referred to as DIT
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and CoMD calculations, respectively.

**MOMENTUM DISTRIBUTIONS**

To begin with, we provide some information on momentum distributions. In the figures that follow, each panel represents a specific isotope and the corresponding momentum per nucleon (p/A) and differential cross sections (d²σ/dp/dΩ - [mb/(MeV/c)msr]). The vertical (green) dashed line is the p/A of the projectile. The experimental data exhibit various tendencies depending on the reaction channel. Generally, we observe a sharper quasielastic peak near the p/A of the beam and broader peaks as p/A decreases. The dips observed on the experimental distributions are the result of software gating of the elastically scattered ⁸⁶Kr projectiles. Specifically, by adjusting the “momentum” slits at the dispersive image of the separator the charge states of the elastically scattered beam were restricted from reaching the end detector [7]. Some peaks are shown with the total excitation energy of the dinuclear system (quasiprojectile-quasitarget) extracted by binary kinematics calculations.

**Inelastic Channel**

In Fig. 1 we present the inelastic channel of the reaction 15 MeV/nucleon ⁸⁶Kr + ⁶⁴Ni along with DIT (blue symbols) and CoMD (red symbols) calculations, right and left plot respectively. The CoMD calculation follows the shape of the broader peaks (especially for p/A values lower than 155 MeV/c) to a better degree than the DIT calculation but is higher than the quasielastic peak. The DIT calculation yields lower values of differential cross sections than the data but follows the overall shape of the p/A distributions.

Furthermore, we present a quasiprojectile analysis on the DIT calculation. This is based on the hypothesis that the ejectiles come from different quasiprojectiles after the pickup and the subsequent evaporation of zero neutrons, QP-0N (green squares), one neutron, QP-1N (purple diamonds) and two neutrons QP-2N (yellow triangles). We are currently in the process of assessing these distributions and their respective contribution in the total DIT calculation.

**Neutron Pickup and Neutron Removal Channels**

In Fig. 2 we present neutron pickup channels (+1n to +4n) on the left side and proton removal channels (-1p to -4p) on the right side. Similar observations can be made for these channels. On the
neutron pickup channels, the CoMD calculations are in better agreement with the data especially in lower p/A values even though both calculations tend to be lower than the data.

As for the proton removal channels, while the DIT calculations are still lower than the data, the CoMD calculations again seem to follow the broader peaks and to adequately describe the quasielastic region especially on the -2p and -3p channels.

On both channels as we move on to the addition or removal of more nucleons, we also move on to lower cross sections and more exotic nuclei. Both models yield fewer data points on these channels in part since these interactions are more complicated and there is need for further honing of the different parameters of the models. Also, to some degree, there is a need for greater statistics and longer run time for the calculations to reach these regions.
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**Figure 2.** Momentum per nucleon distributions of ejectiles from neutron pickup (left) and proton removal channels (right) from $^{86}$Kr + $^{64}$Ni (15 MeV/nucleon). y-axis units: $(d^2\sigma/d(p/A)d\Omega \cdot [mb/(MeV/c)msr]$. Both panels: Experimental data: closed (black) circles. Numbers on top of peaks: Total excitation energy of dinuclear (quasitarget–quasiprojectile) system. DIT calculations closed (blue) circles. CoMD calculations closed (red) squares. The vertical dashed (green) line is the p/A of the projectile.

**Multiple Charge Exchange Channels**

Finally, as for the multiple exchange channels (-1n+1n), (-2p+2n) in Fig. 4 we once more observe that the DIT calculation does not describe the data adequately. The CoMD calculation again appears to
describe the broader peaks in a more sufficient way, even though it is lower than the data in the quasielastic region.

Figure 3. Momentum per nucleon distributions of ejectiles from multiple charge exchange channels from $^{86}$Kr + $^{64}$Ni (15 MeV/nucleon). y-axis units: $(d^2\sigma/dp/d\Omega - [mb/(MeV/c)msr]. Both panels: Experimental data: closed (black) circles. Numbers on top of peaks: Total excitation energy of dinuclear (quasitarget - quasiprojectile) system. DIT calculations closed (blue) circles. CoMD calculations closed (red) squares. The vertical dashed (green) line is the p/A of the projectile.

CONCLUSION- DISCUSSION

In this contribution, we presented part of our systematic research on peripheral reactions in the Fermi energy region. Experimental momentum per nucleon distributions on various channels from the reaction $^{86}$Kr + $^{64}$Ni at 15 MeV/nucleon were compared with DIT and CoMD calculations. Overall, the CoMD model appears to provide rather satisfactory results compared to the DIT model. Since CoMD is a microscopic model, it may allow improvements through proper optimization of appropriate parameters that describe the effective nucleon-nucleon interaction.

Regarding our future steps, we plan to investigate various reaction channels that may lead to the production of rare neutron rich nuclei. Furthermore, we intend to further adjust the different parameters of the CoMD model in order to describe the experimental data more adequately. Through our continued efforts [2,13-15] in studying multinucleon transfer reactions near the Fermi Energy, we expect to obtain valuable information on the reaction mechanisms in this energy region and apply this knowledge toward the production of neutron-rich nuclides.
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